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Plasma donation and health

Demand:

• The demand for PDMPs is increasing

• COVID-19 convalescent plasma showed that new demand can appear suddenly

• Can the rest of the world rely on production in the US?
• Is the supply safe? Will the prices increase?

• What about ethics: paid donations, donation frequency - consequences for donor health?

Response:

• Several countries are scaling up the plasmapheresis capacity

Donor vigilance:

• Collect and analyse data on short and long-term consequences for donor health

• We are obliged to mitigate the risk of deleterious health effects of plasma donation

• Unfortunately, very few studies exist on plasma donation safety/health consequences



Studies of plasma donation
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Early studies:
Mostly on proteins 
and IgG

5-7 donors, up to 1 L plasma for up to 32 months.

”...serum protein levels and iron levels and blood indices...

...remained stable and within normal limits.”

”No consistent clinical or laboratory value

abnormalities were found during more than

six years of plasmapheresis of donors who

gave as much as the plasma equivalent of 

four units of whole blood per week.”

”Five donors were subjected to acute

plasmapheresis with removal of 5 litres of 

plasma in 5 days. In this group, serum protein 

depletion was observed with particular

depletion appearing at the end of the 5-day 

period”

Prisoners, biweekly

plasmapheresis, 800 mL

”... well tolerated clinically by 

normal donors with no resulting 

increase in infections or delayed

wound healing”

”However, serum immunoglobulin

... and albumin levels decreased

significantly...”



Loss of IgG

Canada planned self sufficiency – this study was performed to ascertain 
safety in plasma donation

Repeated plasmapheresis among 208 donors with 2-3-week intervals 
did not affect total plasma protein or IgG levels.

”In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that source 

plasma collected by intensive plasmapheresis shows a 

marked reduction in IgG levels.”

The mentioned studies primarily report

biochemical data not clinical outcomes.



SIPLA

3,783 donors were switched from a moderate to an 
intensive plasmapheresis regimen: up to 60 times/y
for 3 years

16% of donors were excluded
when IgG, TSP or Hb levels fell
below threshold values

It was concluded that intensive
donation was safe when
donors were monitored as 
in the study

”The incidence in severe cardiovascular
diseases was lower in donors than in 
the general population”

Questions:

Do we know what is the acceptable
decrease in IgG?

Is it really enough just to defer donors 
with low levels of IgG/protein?



The Healthy Donor Effect (HDE)

HDE is a selection bias analogous to the 
Healthy Worker Effect

HDE can mask deleterious effects of blood or plasma 
donation

Observational studies are challenged by HDE



COVID-19 Convalescent Plasma

Wuhan Blood Center: Adverse events 
were reported among 5.2% of donors 
to 309 donations of convalescent 
plasma. 

More frequent than at routine 
plasmapheresis donation.

Short time since COVID-19 was 
associated with higher risk.

37,104 donations in 9 US blood centers:

38 adverse events per 1,000 donations

Conclusion: safety comparable to 
routine plasmapheresis



Adverse events

Plasma volume and risk of adverse events:

Hartmann et al. Personalized collection of plasma from healthy donors: A randomized 
controlled trial of a novel technology-enabled nomogram. Transfusion. 2021;61(6):1789–98.

Random assignment to current nomogram or “novel percent plasma nomogram”. 

Primary endpoint: hypotensive adverse events

Conclusion: increased plasma collection – not increase in hypotensive adverse events. 

Questions we have to ask: 

Is it sufficient to assess hypotensive events?

Is it sufficient to assess only acute or sub acute events?



Donor vigilance

In this study, Burkhardt et al report 
data from +1 million whole blood 
donations and +340,000 plasma 
donations

Adverse events were more 
frequent in plasma than in whole 
blood donations

T. Burkhardt et al. / Transfusion 
and Apheresis Science 53 
(2015) 180–184 



Short and long-term effects

Data must be standardised to be used in multinational studies and facilitate comparisons
between blood centers

Acute effects of donation:

Standard for Surveillance of Complications Related to Blood Donation (ISBT, IHN, AABB, 2014) 
endorsed by the ABO and EBA 

AABB grading tool

Long-term effects:

Immunoglobulins?

Ferritin, hemoglobin?

DEXA, other calcium measures on sub group?

Long-term clinical data? Risk of infection? Risk of cardiovascular disease?



Due diligence? – An example from whole blood donation
Low ferritin due to blood donation

The Danish Blood Donor Study



Iron depletion in whole blood donation

European 

Conference of

Donor Health

and 

Management

(ECDHM)

Research in iron deficiency in whole blood donors has still not led to conclusions.



Why we have to keep monitoring risks to our donor

Plateletpheresis: concerns were raised already in the 
80ies

20% decrease in lymphocyte count after 10 weekly 
plateletpheresis procedures

Recent findings show that plateletpheresis using a 
leukocyte reduction chamber (Trima Accel) is 
associated with CD4 and CD8 T-cell lymphopenia 



Frequent platelet donations and lymphopenia

Platelet pheresis using a leukocyte reduction 
chamber was confirmed to be associated with 
CD4 T-cell lymphopenia 

...but also with increased risk of infection

This example shows how clinical findings can be 
coupled with register-based research

It also underlines why we must monitor health 
effects: crucially, we should not forget earlier 
findings/hypotheses not verified or falsified due to 
lack of statistical power



European Blood Alliance - Donor Studies Special Interest Group

A forum for the discussion of blood donor studies

• what (standardised) data we need for plasma donor vigilance 

• suggestions on how to initiate proper European plasma donor vigilance



Why is plasma donor vigilance important?

No comprehensive surveillance of donor health is performed on a European basis

Most previous studies are on biochemical markers and some on acute adverse reactions

In the blood banks we must design relevant studies - we must assess also long-term health 
outcomes

The industry must share available data

We owe it to the donors to carefully monitor health effects of plasma donation through 
research.

Strengthening voluntary non-remunerated plasma collection capacity in Europe (SUPPLY):

May hopefully help to put plasma donation health on the agenda



Thanks to our blood and plasma donors!



Data is not enough:
Data volume is growing – our use of the data is trailing behind

Time

Clinical use

Data

Knowledge

From: Danish Regions, theme on personalised medicine



The precautionary principle has been used extensively in whole blood collection

Example not related to donor safety – risk of transfusion-transmitted infections: Deferrals are 
expensive

The combined costs of deferrals for blood establishments and donors was estimated to 
€1,449,055 (€669,439-€3,145,961) per quality-adjusted life year gained

(Cost-effectiveness of questionnaires in preventing transfusion-transmitted 
infections, de Kort et al, Transfusion 2014)

Maybe more importantly:

Increased deferrals  => increased frequency of donations in remaining donors

If we were all whole blood donors we only had to give a couple of donations 
throughout our lifetime to ensure the blood supply.





Number of blood donations 3 years prior to inclusion

A combination of studies using data from

The Danish Blood Donor Study and 

SCANDAT



Inclusion

Registries

Stored sample and routine 

measurements

Donation 2 Donation 3 Donation X

Data Handling

Contact with 

health care 

system

Index donation

The Danish Blood Donor Study

130,000 whole blood and plasma donors included in a prospective cohort and bio bank



Why donor health studies are challenging to perform
- The Healthy Donor Effect

Scandinavian Donation and 
Transfusion Database (SCANDAT):

25 million donations from

1.6 million donors to

2.2 million patients

Mortality among blood donors 
is 30% lower than in the background population

The mortality is even lower among frequently donating donors

Explanations:

1. Blood donation improves health

2. Blood donors are healthy - therefore they donate



What is personalised donor care?

Prolonged interdonation intervals

No restriction

Excluded

Other


